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A B S T R A C T

Polymeric scaffolds have attracted great interests in recent years, due to their fascination with a large variety of
examples with promising utilization. Recently, extensive efforts have been devoted to the exploitation of robust
and functional polymer-based biomaterial scaffolds with high efficiency. The recent entry of so-called “click”
reactions that include kinds of selective and orthogonal reactions under mild conditions have generated real
stimulus not only in preparing elegant bioactive materials of choice but also in making the leap to industrial
scale build-up of multifunctional products. In this review paper, we account several kinds of polymeric scaffolds
prepared/modified via “click” reactions, with emphasis on their synthetic/functionalized strategies, tunable
properties, and biomedical applications.

1. Introduction

During the past decades, significant efforts have been made on the
development of functional biomaterials for various biomedical pur-
poses. By the definition from European Society for Biomaterials (ESB), a
biomaterial describes a material that interfaces with a biological system
to evaluate, treat, augment or replace any tissues, organs or functions of
the body [1]. Among different types of biomaterials, polymeric bio-
materials composed of organic compositions are particularly interesting
due to their unique properties including controllable preparation, easy
processing, and versatility [2]. Polymeric biomaterials have gained
enormous impact, and have been widely used in tissue engineering
[3–8], regenerative medicine [9], drug delivery [10–12], and gene
therapy [13] in recent years. Notably, polymeric biomaterials are easily
fabricated into various dimensional structures, such as 1D (i.e. fibers,
tubes), [4,5] 2D (i.e. disks, plates, films) [6,7,14], and 3D (i.e. gels
[3,15,16], microspheres [15], porous scaffolds [17]) structures to
support the specifically desirable biological functions. These prepared
polymeric scaffolds could provide space and biological motifs for me-
tabolic reactions, as well as temporal or permanent mechanical support
for surrounding cells and tissues [18].

Unlike other types of biomaterials, such as metals and ceramics,

polymers usually possess the unique strength of nearly unlimited pool
of potential starting materials, implying that the chemical, physical and
biological properties of the resulting biomaterials can be precisely
controlled at the molecular level [2]. For example, polymer-biomole-
cule hybrids can be directly prepared via conjugating bioactive motifs
onto polymer skeletons [4], or simultaneous copolymerizing of organic
and biomolecular units in a controlled manner [19]. A large variety of
bioactive motifs can be employed as the promising candidates to pro-
duce polymer-biomolecule hybrids, including peptides, drugs, genes,
proteins, saccharides, vitamins, nucleosides, amino acids, and so on [2].
The molecular engineering of polymeric biomaterials with those
bioactive motifs offers numerous opportunities to stimulate specific
cellular responses at the molecular level, directing cell proliferation and
differentiation, and extracellular matrix (ECM) production and orga-
nization [20]. Furthermore, comparing with conventional physical ab-
sorption and encapsulation methodologies, chemical bioconjugation
method seems more versatile and controllable. However, the selection
of suitable chemistry tools that can proceed under mild conditions with
high efficiency remains a big challenge. More importantly, considering
that biomolecules generally hold complex chemical and physical
structures, the chemistries utilized should be considered as “ortho-
gonal” to each other to avoid any side reactions when conjugating more
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than one kind of biomolecules onto polymeric backbone.
“Click” chemistry, first introduced by Sharpless in 2001, has made

extensive contributions to overcome those challenges in preparing
biomolecule-polymer hybrids with well-defined structures, as a result,
with controllable properties [21]. These reactions possess unique
identities, namely rapid process in mild reaction conditions, high
yielding, tolerance to various chemical groups, producing stable pro-
ducts, simple to perform and insensitive to moisture and oxygen. By
introducing the “click” concept in constructing functional scaffold
materials, one can significantly simplify the procedures of preparing
well-defined and complex scaffold materials due to the wide scope,
modularity, orthogonality and simplicity features of “click” reaction.
There are several well-known reactions that comply with the “click”
philosophy. For example, copper(I)-catalyzed alkyne-azide cycloaddi-
tion (CuAAC) is the reaction between azides and terminal alkynes.
While the exact reaction mechanism has not been fully understood
today, the active Cu(I) can interacting with alkyne to form copper
acetylide specie intermediates offering the key step in this reaction
[22]. In comparison, strain-promoted alkyne-azide cycloaddition
(SPAAC) share the same [3+2] cycloaddition mechanism as the
Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition. The alkyne is destabilized due to the
ring strain and electron-withdrawing groups [23]. Thiol-X reactions can
be classified into two large groups. One is based on the radical-initiated
coupling of a thiol group to an unsaturated carbon-carbon bonds,
whereas another is based on the typical nucleophile-mediated Michael
addition mechanism [24,25]. Diels-Alder (DA) reaction describes a
conjugation addition reaction between diene and dienophile, which is
thermodynamically favorable due to the formation of new σ-bonds
[26]. Oxime ligation represents a kind of carbonyl-condensation reac-
tion between ketone/aldehyde groups and nucleophiles forming stable
imine, hydrazine or oxime-bond under mild acidic conditions [27].

In this review paper, we strive to offer a full account of current
status and projected outlook on future progress of “click” chemistry in
polymeric scaffold preparation and fabrication (Scheme 1). As such, we
start by a brief overview of various polymeric scaffolds and a “click”
toolbox. The first section will discuss natural and synthetic polymers,
including their chemical structures, limitations in fabrication and ap-
plications for constructing bio-scaffolds like hydrogels, fibrous scaf-
folds, polymer films and so on. The next two sections highlight recent

significant progress in developing “clickable” building blocks, namely
initiators, monomers, post-modifiers and cross-linkers, and fabrication
strategies for architecture and functionalization constructions of
polymer scaffold with the aid of “click” toolbox, focusing primarily on
the synthetic and molecular engineering strategies. Finally, we suggest
several avenues towards combinational multiple “click’ chemistry in a
dynamic manner that hinges on the ability to overcome the current
limitations of in the static and non-responsive systems.

2. Polymers and polymeric scaffolds

2.1. Natural and synthetic polymers as bio-scaffolds

There are many resources of polymers as promising biomaterials,
from natural biomass to synthetic polymers [28]. Most widely used
natural and synthetic polymers are summarized in Table 1. Note that all
the listed polymers show good biocompatibility both in vitro and in vivo
studies. Natural polymers are usually formed during the growth cycles
of all organisms, and generally available in large quantities [28]. The
use of natural polymers for biomedical and healthcare-related appli-
cations dates back thousands of years [29]. The group includes poly-
saccharides such as starch and cellulose, proteins like enzymes and
collagens, lipids and some polyesters produced from fermentation
process [30]. Natural polymers advance in the inherent bioactivities
that can promote cell adhesion, proliferation and tissue recovery.
However, there are still some limitations, such as, difficult to purify,
potential risk for disease transmission, batch to batch difference, and
lack enough mechanical properties and thermal stability [2].

Given that these shortcomings, synthetic polymers have been ra-
pidly developed as biomaterials during last several years. They could
possess well-controlled macromolecular structures and uniformities,
addressing several critical requirements in tissue engineering applica-
tions [31]. When used as scaffolds in tissue engineering, synthetic
biopolymers are required to exhibit proper mechanical properties to
support the growth of new tissues without inflammation or immune
reactions in the body [20]. So far, a large scope of polymers has been
successfully employed in this field, from traditional polyolefins like
polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP) and polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA), to degradable polymers such as poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly
(glycolide), polypeptides, polyurethanes (PU), polycarbonates (PC) and
so on. Among them, poly (lactic acid) (PLA) and poly(glycolide) have
been widely used as scaffold materials in human since 1970s [32,33].
Other kinds of biodegradable polymers that don't produce toxic de-
gradation products have also be regarded as safe and promising can-
didates in tissue engineering [2]. Bioactivities of synthetic polymers
could be improved via blending them with natural polymers or coupling
them with functional biomolecules [2].

2.2. Biopolymeric scaffolds in tissue engineering

Biopolymers are processed into constructs with defined shapes and
architectures for biomedical applications, including large implants such
as bone screws and small ones like sutures and drug delivery devices
[2]. For tissue engineering purpose, several types of polymeric scaffolds
are non-trivial, such as hydrogels, fibrous scaffolds, polymer films and
others. Those biopolymeric architectures are mimicking natural ECM.
For drug delivery purpose, other different forms of polymeric scaffolds
can also be fabricated into 3D porous matrix, microsphere, etc., which
could achieve high drug loading and efficiency to specific sites [46].

In general, hydrogels, fibrous scaffolds, and polymer films are three
kinds of typical scaffolds in tissue engineering [47]. They have distinct
dimensions and microstructures, and are used for various biomedical
applications. Although synthetic polymers greatly expand the scope of
bioactive materials and overcome several limitations of natural poly-
mers, they still suffer from the lack of surface functionality that mimics
the natural systems. More importantly, the active and dynamic natureScheme 1. Overview on“click”fabrication of 1D, 2D, and 3D polymeric scaffolds.
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of biological environment requires the adequate design in a spatial and
temporal control manner, which is highly relied on safe, precise and
efficient chemistry tools [21,48]. Traditional chemical modifications,
like many non-“click”methods, usually have limitations in the precisely
control over the bulk and surface properties due to their low conjuga-
tion efficiency in mild conditions. To fabricate these scaffolds with
designed bulk and surface properties, robust and orthogonal chemical
tools are highly demanded in this scenario. “Click” reactions fulfill the
criteria that can be rationally employed to synthesize and fabricate
these scaffolds with desirable properties and functions [49]. Synthesis
and modification of these typical scaffolds will be discussed in this
section.

2.2.1. Hydrogels
Hydrogels are defined as 3D cross-linked networks which can ab-

sorb a large amount of water without dissolving [50]. They are parti-
cularly useful in supporting the growth of new cells and tissues due to
their rubber elasticity, high water content, and solute transportation
[51]. Hydrogels can be prepared by nature polymers (i.e. collagen,
gelatin or hyaluronate) and synthetic polymers like polyacrylic acid
(PAA), polyethylene oxide (PEO) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) after
extensively swelling with water [50]. They are not only structural like
the ECM but also diffuse into hydrophilic nutrients and metabolites
rapidly as well. Note that for natural hydrogels, the entire polymer
backbone is exposed to aqueous conditions with water-soluble

Table 1
Several kinds of natural and synthetic polymers for bioscaffolds and related applications.

Natural polymers Chemical structures Biomedical applications Ref

Agarose Cell encapsulation and proliferation [34]

Chitosan Encapsulate hepatocytes, orthopedic scaffold [35]

Collagen Wound healing, promote blood coagulation, scaffold for cells [35,36]

Gelatin Support cells for orthopedic applications [37]

Silk Cell attachment, bone growth [38]

Synthetic polymers Structural units Biomedical Applications Ref
Poly (glycolic acid) Heart valve engineering, support for muscle and endothelial cell growth [39]

Poly(D,L-lactic acid-co-glycolic acid) Regenerate an extracellular matrix [40]

Poly(ε-caprolactone) Support of cell viability [41]

Polyorthoester Bone reconstruction [40]

Polyanhydride Weight-bearing orthopedic [42]

Polycarbonate(tyrosine derived) Bone scaffolds [43]

Poly(ethylene glycol) Forming scaffolds copolymerized with other polymers [44]

Polyurethane Support cell attachment [45]
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enzymes, probably leading to rapid hydrolysis [52,53].
Several strategies are employed to produce hydrogel networks via

connecting functional polymers or polymeric segments. The formation
of junctions between each polymer segments are vital in manipulating
gel's mechanical strength and stability, which has been realized via
formation of covalent and non-covalent bond with different strength
and density [54] [55]. Physical hydrogels are formed by the transient
crosslinking between polymer chains via various kinds of physical

interactions [55]. However, the weak physical cross-linking usually
leads to low mechanical strength. Nevertheless, their dynamic self-as-
sembly/disassembly feature can be employed to generate self-healing
properties. A typical example is the mixture of clay and a dendritic
molecular binder to prepare high-water-content self-healing hydrogels
by Aida and coworkers [56]. In contrast, chemical hydrogels generally
possess networks created by crosslinked covalent bonds, and their
mechanical properties can be easily tuned via controlling the cross-
linking density. For example, Anseth and coworkers reported the fab-
rication of smart degradable hydrogel by sequentially performed
CuAAC and thiol-ene reactions, whose functionality and architecture
can be independently controlled by light [3]. As shown in Fig. 1, the
backbone of resulting hydrogels can be degraded along with the pho-
tocleavage of included nitrobenzyl ether moieties under ultraviolet
(UV) light casting. In this way, chemical and physical properties of such
hydrogels are rigorously tuned. Additionally, they found>95% of
human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) remain viable after SPAAC
encapsulation, thiol-ene coupling, and network photodegradation,
showing good biocompatibility of the hydrogel in vitro [[3].].

Interestingly, several unique properties, like high water absorption
and preservation, make hydrogels serving as good candidates in dia-
pers, contact lenses, drug reservoirs, etc. [57] Considering their large
surface area, biocompatibility and water absorption ability, hydrogels
are considered as promising scaffolds for cell encapsulation and tissue
regeneration [58].

2.2.2. Fibrous scaffolds
Fibrous scaffolds, such as nanofibers, are 1D materials with na-

noscale diameters in width [59]. These nanofibers possess large surface
area that are easy to immobilize various bioactive ligands and mole-
cules [60]. In addition, the fibrous morphology mimics the fibrillar
structure of the native ECM, enhancing the cellular attachment, pro-
liferation and migration [61,62]. Three general approaches have been
widely used to fabricate nanofiber meshes: electrospinning, self-

Fig. 1. Synthesis, photocoupling, and photodegradation for tuning chemical and physical
properties of click-based hydrogels [3].

Fig. 2. (a) Synthesis and modification of PEU-based nano-
fibers [4], and (b) Preparation of biofunctional fiber net-
work via self-assembly of small molecular gelators [5].
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assembly and phase separation [63]. Among them, electrospinning is
the most popular one because of large-scale productions, facile pre-
paration process, and controllable 1D morphology [64]. It requires a
suitable voltage between the tip of a capillary tube and a metal screen
as the collector. When the electric field is strong enough to overcome
the surface tension, the charged jet will eject to the collector. During
the process, the solution exposes into atmosphere at room temperature
meanwhile the solvent evaporates. The obtained nanofibers can be fi-
nally collected on the collector in a large scale [65]. For example, poly
(ester urea) (PEU) nanofibers that contain several kinds of pendant
“clickable” groups, were developed by Becker's group using electro-
spinning technology(Fig. 2a) [4]. Post-polymerization functionalization
of PEU fibers with peptides and fluorescent probes via different “click”
reactions enables a number of biofunctionalities on the fiber surface
with interesting properties. Additionally, small molecular self-assembly
approach is another emerging approach to generate functional nano-
fiber materials in a “bottom-up” fashion. In this method, molecular
gelator has been widely used to build up supramolecular fibrous na-
nostructures [5]. For example, Eelkema and coworkers reported the use
of self-assembled hydrazine gelator molecules and other molecules with
“clickable” groups to prepare fiber networks. The resulting nanofiber
structure can be further modified by “click” reactions to introduce
fluorescent labels and protein tags (Fig. 2b) [5].

2.2.3. Polymer films
Polymer films, another kind of interesting 2D scaffolds, are widely

used for tissue engineering, as a result of their good mechanical prop-
erties and readily available surface engineering methodologies [66]. It
is a kind of important coating biomaterials tethered with various
functional groups that could tune the cell-scaffold interactions [67].
Bioactive polymer films are usually produced by multiple methods,
such as layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly [6], in-situ polymerization on the
surface [68], chemical-vapor-deposited (CVD) coating [7], and others
[69].

In general, the application of scaffolds in tissue engineering requires
highly stable coating conditions during the fabrication process, and the
“click” approach enables the covalent cross-linking via high efficient
and modular reactions under mild conditions. One of the interesting
examples is the LBL assembly of PAA by using “click” chemistry

(Fig. 3a) [6]. It was demonstrated the film thickness and morphology
can be finely controlled via adjusting the assembly conditions, and the
swelling properties could also be manipulated through the control over
the density of “clickable” moieties. Moreover, using “clickable” mono-
mers in CVD copolymerization fabrication could also offer the further
conjugation of bioactive moieties onto prepared polymer thin films
with multiple “clickable” groups. Orthogonal interface properties were
obtained via CuAAC and thiol-maleimide “click” reactions for protein
adsorption and cell attachment.(Fig. 3b) [7].

2.2.4. Other scaffolds
Besides those three types of scaffolds discussed above, there are still

many other kinds of polymeric scaffolds constructs used in tissue en-
gineering, such as porous scaffolds and microspheres. Considering their
excellent biocompatibility and suitable mechanical properties, they also
play an important role in improving the regeneration and repair be-
haviors of tissues [15,17]. Particularly, porous scaffolds possess large
surface area that allows cell attachment and growth. The pore size and
porosity significantly affect cell growth by interfering the cell pene-
tration, as well as nutrient and waste transportation [70]. To date, fiber
bonding, solvent casting, gas foaming, and phase separation methods
has been built to fabricate porous scaffolds with large and inter-
connected pore structures [71]. For instance, Vittorio and coworkers
employed the “click” chemistry to prepare porous gels serving as drug-
release materials and regeneration scaffolds [72]. Hyaluronic acid (HA)
derivatives with either azide and alkyne groups were prepared in the
first step, respectively. Then those two functionalized derivatives were
mixed into aqueous solution together, resulting in a fast gelation after
CuAAC reaction at room temperature. Cells could be distributed
homogeneously and adhered smoothly to the surface of the inner pores
of these click-gels. Caldwell and coworkers prepared degradable porous
scaffolds using emulsion template by thiol-Michael “click” reaction
[73]. Multifunctional thiols and acrylates were photopolymerized in
water-in-oil high internal phase emulsions (HIPEs). The Young's mod-
ulus of the resulting porous scaffolds was related to the ratio of the
acrylate monomers. 19% mass of the scaffolds degraded over 15 weeks
under cell culture conditions. And cells were grown mainly on the
surface of the scaffolds.

Additionally, microsphere scaffolds are usually fabricated by

Fig. 3. (a) Synthesis of LBL assembly of Poly(acrylic acid) by CuAAC “click” reactions [6]. (b) Synthesis of double-clickable coating and the surface modified by CuAAC and thiol–-
maleimide “click” reactions [7].
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emulsion evaporation technique which can encapsulate biomacromo-
lecules like growth factors or proteins, giving a better cell adhesion and
growth performance [74]. The combined utilization of controlled
polymerization techniques and “click” reactions has been used to de-
velop microsphere scaffolds with tunable surface functionalities [75].
Nguyen and coworkers produced microspheres by different “clickable”
PEG derivatives in situ via CuAAC or SPAAC. Then, the scaffolds formed
by crosslinking the microspheres. In the presence of endothelial cells,
the scaffolds showed high viability, which were suitable for in vivo
vascularization [76].

3. “Click” chemistry in polymeric scaffolds

3.1. “Click” toolbox

The design and preparation of multifunctional and architecturally
controlled macromolecules is a prerequisite for a variety of future ap-
plications in tissue engineering. The advent of “click” chemistry indeed
has led to an influx of new opportunities in this area, particularly useful
in the fabrication of bioactive polymeric materials involving biomole-
cules like proteins and peptides [77,78]. As defined by Sharpless,
“click” chemistry refers to a group of reaction that “…must be modular,
wide in scope, give very high yields, generate only inoffensive by-
products that can be removed by non-chromatographic methods, and be
stereospecific” [21]. Their “click” features usually require simple re-
action conditions (insensitive to oxygen and water), readily available
starting materials and reagents, the use of minimum solvent, and non-
chromatographic purification process [79]. In this section, several kinds
of commonly used “click” reactions, including CuAAC, SPAAC, thiol-X
reaction, DA reaction and oxime ligation (Scheme 2), will be detailly
discussed on their concepts and used in polymeric scaffold fabrication.

3.1.1. CuAAC
In this cycloaddition reaction of CuAAC, a terminal alkyne reacts

with an organic azido group to form a thermally and hydrolytically
stable triazole ring, which is similar to the conventional Huisgen 1,3-
dipolar cycloaddition [80]. In the presence of Cu(I) catalyst, the active
energy for the cycloaddition step decreases from 24 kcal/mol to
11 kcal/mol. Moreover, the formation of 1,5-triazole ring is strongly
disfavored based on the density functional theory calculations [22]
compared with conventional Huisgen cycloaddition. Due to its versa-
tility and efficiency, CuAAC has been widely used to construct bioactive
polymeric materials via the conjugation of biomolecules onto polymer
backbone, or “click” polymerization of biofunctional monomers
[81,82]. For example, Emrick and coworkers conjugated azido-termi-
nated PEG and arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) peptide onto
polyester backbone using CuAAC reaction [77]. Guan and coworkers
explored the mechanism of elastin's elasticity by CuAAC “click” poly-
condensation of elastin-like peptide monomers with alkyne functional
group on C-terminus and azido group on N-terminus [83].

3.1.2. SPAAC
Considering that CuAAC reaction has potential drawbacks due to

the toxicity of Cu(I), particularly when it is involved in biological sys-
tems, the emergence of metal-free “click” reaction expands the oppor-
tunities for use in general physiological conditions. Inspired by this
demand, SPAAC reaction, developed by Bertozzi and coworkers, has
gained an enormous impact due to its safe use for bioorthogonal
modification of various biomolecules in living systems during the past
ten years [23]. The term “strain-promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition”
derives from the concept of ring strain, which provides dramatic rate
acceleration between azide and cyclooctynes compared to normal un-
strained alkynes. The active energy of this ring chain reaction could
decrease to 18 kcal/mol due to the bond angle deformation. Although
SPAAC sometimes might produce a regioisomeric mixture of triazoles,
the high efficiency of SPAAC under physiological environments makes

it an excellent alternative for biomaterials design and functionalization
[23]. For example, Becker and coworkers conjugated azido-terminated
peptides onto the nanofiber surface possessing cyclooctynes rapidly
[84]. Anseth and coworkers developed peptide-functionalized hydro-
gels with controlled crosslinking densities in situ through SPAAC “click”
reaction. The step-growth hydrogels formed in the presence of cells
enabled independent and tuning bio-properties [85].

3.1.3. Thiol–X reaction
Thiol-X reactions have a long history in conventional organic

synthesis and only recently have been reconsidered and exploited as a
kind of “click” tool in preparing polymeric materials [24]. They are
series of thiol-based reactions that meet “click” criteria, which are
simple, efficient, and highly selective, yield a single product, and occur
under mild condition. Particularly, radical-mediated thiol-ene/-yne are
the most commonly used thiol-X reactions that can be widely employed
in tissue engineering due to its metal-free feature [25]. For instance,
Hawker and coworkers reported the fabrication of PEG-based hydrogel
materials with enhanced mechanical properties via thiol-ene reaction
[86]. The primary limitation of radical-mediated thiol-ene/-yne reac-
tions is the requirement of UV source that might induce potential da-
mages to cells and tissues. Alternatively, base/nucleophiles–mediated
thiol-X reactions including thiol-Michael, thiol-isocyanate, thiol-ep-
oxide and thiol-halide reactions have gained increasing attention [87].
In particular, thiol-Michael reaction involving the base-catalyzed cou-
pling of thiol with active enes represents a direct way to fabricate
polymeric biomaterials without additional toxic concerns. An inter-
esting example was performed by Pritchard's group for developing an
injectable hydrogels cross-linked via a thiol-Michael reaction with me-
chanical properties that resemble soft tissues [88]. However, it is also
noted that several limitations, such as the lack of electron deficient
alkenes in the polymer substrates as well as the presence of acid con-
dition, might restrict its further usages in specific organs and tissues
[89].

3.1.4. DA reaction
DA reaction involves a highly selective [4+2] cycloaddition be-

tween a diene and a dienophile to form a stable cyclohexene adduct
product [26]. The scope of DA reaction is quite broad, and it could also
form heteroatom-heteroatom bond, usually known as Hetero Diels-
Alder reaction [79]. In addition, DA reaction proceeds reversely with
temperature between 50 °C and 150 °C. This thermal reversibility is
quite important that offers a simple way for the design of “self-healing”
materials [90]. A variant of DA reaction, called inverse Diels-Alder
tetrazine cycloadditions, gained growing interests as a next generation
of “click” reaction due to its bioorthogonal feature as well as fluoro-
genic property which could be widely used as probes for bioimaging at
the cellular level [91].

3.1.5. Oxime ligation
Carbonyl-condensation reaction between ketone/aldehyde groups

and nucleophiles also represents the “click” features [21]. The resulting
products contain stable chemical bonds, such as imine hydrazone and
oxime with good stability under physiological condition [27]. However,
the oxime ligation generally requires neutral and basic condition to
minimize potential oxime exchange reaction, which limits its applica-
tion in bioconjugation. Extensive work has been devoted to the devel-
opment of new catalysis systems that enable oximes ligation under
various pH conditions. One promising example was performed by
Dawson and coworkers, by using aniline as a catalyst to exhibit a 20-
fold rate enhancement at pH of 4.5 [92]. Unlike CuAAC and thiol-ene
reaction, oxime ligation can be directly performed at room temperature
without any metal catalyst or UV light, guarantying its safe use both in
vitro and in vivo. Maynard's lab employed this reaction to develop a RGD
functionalized PEG hydrogels with potential application in stem cell
therapeutics [93].
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Importantly, the combination use of two or more kinds of “click”
reactions usually offers a general way to fabricate bioactive polymeric
scaffolds with complex chemical compositions as well as physical
properties. Note that when more than one kind of reaction are involved
in the material preparation, the orthogonal nature enables those mul-
tiple reactions to be processed without interfering each other, avoiding
the undesirable byproducts and complicated protection-deprotection
operations. Considering many promising advantages offered by mul-
tiple “click” functionalization strategy compared with individual reac-
tion approach, like less work-up, shorter reaction time, minimum setup,
and higher yield, more related work is still highly desired.

3.2. “Clickable” building blocks

In order to synthesize and fabricate polymeric scaffolds with im-
proved functions via “click” reactions, the rational design of various
building blocks with “clickable” groups is prerequisite. Those “click-
able” building blocks are general simple molecular subunits possessing
one or more “clickable” groups for further macromolecular construction
[21]. On the basis of distinct roles of those building blocks play during
the polymeric materials construction process, they can be mainly
classified into four categories: “clickable” initiators, “clickable” mono-
mers, “clickable” post-modifiers and “clickable” cross-linkers. In this
section, these four “clickable” building blocks in terms of their mole-
cular design and related macromolecular synthetic strategies will be
carefully discussed.

3.2.1. “Clickable” initiators/chain transfer agents
To facilely prepare telechelic polymers with chain-end “click”

functionality, a simple and popular way is to introduce a “clickable”
initiator or chain transfer agent for the macromolecular synthesis.
Those “clickable” initiators should be compatible with several poly-
merizations methods, including atom transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP), reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymeriza-
tion (RAFT), nitroxide mediated polymerization (NMP), and ring-
opening polymerization (ROP), allowing the successful installation of
“clickable” group(s) [94,95]. Table 2 lists several “clickable” initiators/
chain transfer agents used for “clickable” polymer synthesis and fabri-
cation. Notably, those resulting polymers from “clickable” initiators
usually possess well-defined number of clickable units at the chain-end
position(s), so the further “click” bioconjugation process can be easily
determined and well controlled, providing a way towards well-defined
polymeric biomaterials.

Recently many research groups took efforts to employ “clickable”
initiators to prepare “clickable” telechelic polymers for tissue en-
gineering usages [96–99]. For example, Fu and coworkers reported the
fabrication of solvent-resistant nanofibers with a thermal-sensitive
surface that could be used in scaffold-supported cell therapy for tissue
engineering [96]. The “clickable” initiator, propargyl-2-bromoisobuty-
rate (PBiB), was employed in the synthesis of alkyne-terminated poly
(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) brushes which were incorporated
on the nanofibers via CuAAC “click” reaction. Then the nanofibers were
endowed with thermal-sensitive property. Lian and coworkers

Scheme 2. Schematic representation of various “click” reactions that have
been used in preparing polymeric scaffold.
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synthesized thermoresponsive nanohydrogels with potential applica-
tions in tissue engineering by RAFT polymerization and CuAAC “click”
reaction [97]. Dialkynetrithiocarbonate with two alkyne groups was
employed as a RAFT agent to crosslink the gold nanoparticles with
azide groups. And then thermoresponsive nanohydrogels can be in situ
obtained by RAFT polymerization of NIPAM monomer. In addition,
Luo's group designed and synthesized a new kind of chain transfer agent
possessing alkyne group, [100] offering well-defined telechelic poly-
mers with high efficiency after RAFT polymerization. These polymers
can be used as drug carriers due to the properties of enzymatical bio-
degradation. Besides controlled radical polymerization methods, the
use of “clickable” functional initiators also works well in other types of
polymerization approaches, such as the application of ROP to construct
biodegradable polycaprolactone [84,98] with “clickable” chain-end
groups for further bioengineering.

3.2.2. “Clickable” monomers
Direct polymerization of monomers with “clickable” functionality

represents another useful approach for the development of multiple
“clickable” groups modified pre-polymers [94]. Table 3 lists “clickable”
monomers and related polymerization methods for preparing functional
polymers and polymeric scaffolds. In general, the challenge of this
strategy mainly lies to the incompatibility between “clickable” mono-
mers containing ene/yne group(s) and several kinds of radical poly-
merization conditions, especially in high monomer concentration and
high temperature. Therefore, the protection-deprotection strategy was
used in those cases to avoid some undesirable side reactions. Notably,
the compatibility between “clickable” monomers with ROP and con-
densation polymerization conditions is much better, and such protec-
tion-deprotection operations are generally not necessary [105]. The

direct polymerization of “clickable” monomers could yield functional
polymers with various “clickable” units in high density, including al-
kyne, azide, diene, tyrosine and many others, enabling the further
polymer/scaffold engineering for biomedical applications. For example,
Lin et al. reported the fabrication of amino acid-based poly(ester urea)s
nanofibers bearing pendent “clickable” groups for conjugation with
biological functions [4]. By using different kinds of “clickable” mono-
mers, a series of functional polymers with highly versatile “clickable”
groups (alkyne, azide, alkene and others) could be successfully ob-
tained, for further modifications with peptides and fluorescent probes.
Wang and coworkers employed vinyl sulfone carbonate monomers to
prepare vinyl-functionalized biodegradable polymers with different
structures or compositions by ring-opening copolymerization. Kinds of
biomolecules can be introduced onto the resulting vinyl-functionalized
polymers by thiol-Michael “click reaction”, enabling their promising
uses in tissue engineering [106]. Additionally, Engler's lab successfully
synthesized poly(γ-propargyl-L-glutamate) with high alkyne density
using “clickable” monomers bearing alkyne groups via ROP. Then PEG-
N3 chains were coupled with the alkyne groups on the backbone via
CuAAC “click” reaction, offering functional polypeptide with high
grafting PEG density that can mimic complex biomacromolecules and
possess attractive features in properties and structures for biological
applications [107].

3.2.3. “Clickable” post-modifiers
“Clickable” post-modifiers are defined as efficient tools for the di-

rect functionalization of polymers with “clickable” groups, aiming to
prepare desirable “clickable” pre-polymers for further bioconjugation.
The related chemical transformation could occur either at pendant
positions or terminal positions of polymers via high efficient chemical

Table 2
“Clickable” initiators.

“Clickable” initiator “Click” reaction Polymerization method Year Ref

CuAAC ATRP 2009 [96]

CuAAC ATRP 2009 [99]

CuAAC RAFT 2014 [101]

CuAAC RAFT 2014 [102]

CuAAC RAFT 2010 [97]

Thiol-ene ATRP 2008 [103]

Thiol-yne ROP 2012 [98]

SPAAC ROP 2013 [84]

Oxime ligation ATRP 2007 [104]
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reactions like esterification and amidation [115,116]. Table 4 lists
several common “clickable” post-modifiers and related reactions. Al-
though sometimes the efficiency of post-modification reaction is low
due to the steric hindrance effect approaching to the polymer backbone,
a unique advantage of using “clickable” post-modifiers is that it is not
necessary to involve sophisticated protection and deprotection steps in
this process. For example, hydroxyl terminated polymers can be suc-
cessfully introduced by azide, alkyne [115], strained cyclooctyne,
pyridyl-disulfide [116] and vinyl [116] “clickable” units at the polymer
chain-end for further modifications. And this strategy is particularly
useful for incorporating multiple “clickable” functionalities onto
polymer backbone directly.

Importantly, one unique “clickable” post-modifier is called “click”
adaptor, which describes a kind of molecules that are used to efficiently
transfer one “clickable” group into another kind of “clickable” motif
[117,118]. Table 4 shows three types of “click” adaptors for biopolymer
post-functionalizations. They usually have aminooxy or other reactive
groups on one side and “clickable” group(s) on the other side of the

molecule, which is quite useful for further expanding the scope of
polymeric biomaterials during sequential fabrication process. For in-
stance, Lin and coworkers utilized different aminooxy “clickable”
adaptors to introduce ketone, alkyne, azide and methyl acrylate groups
on the polymer film surfaces by oxime ligation [119]. Then several
bioactive groups were easily immobilized and quantitated onto the
polymer films via CuAAC or thiol-ene “click” chemistry and three se-
parate bioactive groups were easily immobilized and quantitated onto
the polymer scaffolds.

3.2.4. “Clickable” cross-linkers
For the in situ synthesis or fabrication of polymer scaffolds, cross-

linking reactions are commonly used to couple with polymers or small
molecules to form networks. Cross-linkers with “clickable” groups are
particularly important in this aspect due to the high efficiency of “click”
polymerizations. Table 5 summarized a list of “clickable” cross-linkers
for nanofiber and hydrogel preparation. For example, Ellison's group
developed a green approach to synthesize chemically and thermally

Table 3
“Clickable” monomers.

“Clickable” monomer “Click” reaction Polymerization methods Product Year Ref

CuAAC NMP Polymer 2005 [108]

CuAAC ROP Polymer 2009 [107]

CuAAC ROP Hydrogel 2012 [109]

CuAAC ROP Polymer 2005 [77]

CuAAC, thiol-ene, oxime ligation Condensation polymerization Fiber 2013 [4]

CuAAC, thiol-yne RAFT Glycopolymer 2010 [110]

SPAAC ATRP Polymer film 2009 [111]

SPAAC ROP Hydrogel 2011 [112]

DA Free radical Pattern 2011 [113]

Thiol-ene RAFT Glycopolymer 2010 [110]

Thiol-ene ROP Polymer film 2011 [106]

Thiol-ene ROP Copolymer 2011 [114]
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stable fibers via in-situ thiol-ene “click” polymerization of multiple ac-
rylate-contained monomers as well as multi-thiols [124,125]. Hawker
and coworkers used tetraazide-functionalized PEG as “clickable” cross-
linker to synthesize PEG-based hydrogels with tunable cross-linking
density by CuAAC “click” polymerization [121]. The obtained hydro-
gels containing unreacted azide groups can be further functionalized via
the second-round CuAAC reactions. Shoichet and coworkers reported
the fabrication of HA hydrogels with controlled mechanical properties
and pore size by DA “click” polymerization [16]. Dimaleimide PEG and
furan-modified HA derivatives were used as cross-linkers to form hy-
drogels, respectively. Lin and coworkers utilized oxime ligation to
fabricate PEG-based hydrogels based on 4-arm aminooxy PEG cross-
linkers for soft tissue engineering [126]. pH and aniline catalyst were
able to influence the gel formation process due to the peculiar property
of oxime ligation. Note that conventional hydrogel synthetic strategies
usually involve radical polymerization or general chemical reaction of
complementary groups [127], which could introduce cytotoxic chemi-
cals which prevent further applications of the resulting gel products in
tissue engineering. Alternatively, the “click” polymerization of “click-
able” functional cross-linkers offered an attractive way for constructing
bioactive polymeric hydrogels efficiently and safely [19,115,128–131].

4. “Click” fabrication of polymeric scaffolds for tissue engineering

The versatility and modularity of “click” reaction offers different
material design and synthetic approaches to fabricate various polymeric
scaffolds, which can be summarized into two kinds of general

methodologies (schematically illustrated in Fig. 4): (1) The scaffolds are
directly fabricated either by polymers which are prepared and func-
tionalized via “click” chemistry, or by “click” cross-linking poly-
merization of functional monomers (so-called pre-“click” fabrication
strategy, see Fig. 4a); (2) The formed scaffolds are post-functionalized
through in-situ “click” chemistry (so-called post-“click” fabrication
strategy, see Fig. 4b). For the pre-“click” fabrication strategy, the bio-
conjugation process can be finely tuned and well controlled, resulting in
the desirable scaffolds with well-distributed bioactive molecules. One
possible shortcoming of this method lies in the low efficiency of in-
corporated biofunctionalities, especially for those inside the polymeric
scaffolds. Alternatively, the post-“click” fabrication strategy offers a
direct way towards surface engineering of polymer scaffolds with bio-
molecules in situ. Note that this methodology usually requires extremely
high efficiency in heterogeneous reaction, and no side reaction related
to denaturation of biomolecules. Thus, “click” chemistry is an ideal tool
for this type of post-functionalization.

4.1. Pre-“click” fabrication of polymeric scaffolds

The high efficiency of “click” reactions allows the facile synthesis
and modification of biofunctional polymerization for further scaffolds
preparation. As one of the typical bio-scaffolds, hydrogels are three
dimensions biomaterials mimicking ECM with ideal networks for cell
culture, [44] usually fabricated through in situ “click” reactions be-
tween functional polymers/monomers, like “clickable” HA and PEG.
Note that “click” chemistry offers the high efficiency reaction and

Table 4
“Clickable” post-modifiers.

“Clickable” Post-modifier “Click” reaction Product Year Ref

CuAAC Hydrogel 2007 [72]

CuAAC Hydrogel 2007 [72]

CuAAC Nanofiber 2014 [120]

CuAAC Hydrogel 2006 [121]

Thiol-Michael Hydrogel 2014 [122]

Thiol-yne Hydrogel 2014 [122]
DA Hydrogel 2011 [16]

SPAAC Hydrogel 2011 [112]

Oxime ligation Fiber 2013 [4]

Thiol-ene Fiber 2014 [123]

Thiol-ene Fiber 2014 [123]

⁎ Oxime ligation→CuAAC, SPAAC Polymer film 2013 [119]

⁎ Oxime ligation→CuAAC Polymer film 2013 [119]

⁎

Oxime ligation→Thiol-Micheal Polymer film 2013 [119]

⁎ These post-modifiers are also called as “clickable” adaptors.
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Table 5
“Clickable” cross-linker for hydrogel preparation.

“Clickable” crosslinker “Click” reaction Product Year Ref

CuAAC Hydrogel 2010 [115]

CuAAC Hydrogel 2006 [121]

CuAAC Hydrogel 2014 [102]

SPAAC Hydrogel 2009 [19]

SPAAC Hydrogel 2012 [128]

SPAAC Hydrogel 2010 [132]

SPAAC Hydrogel 2010 [132]

Thiol-ene Hydrogel 2011 [129]

Thiol-ene Hydrogel 2013 [130]

DA Hydrogel 2001 [16,133]

DA Hydrogel 2008 [131]

Oxime ligation Hydrogel 2013 [126]

Thiol-ene Fiber 2011 [124]

Thiol-ene Fiber 2011 [124]

(continued on next page)
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excellent bond stability that enables precise control over the cross-
linking reaction and density. In many cases, “click” reaction is parti-
cularly useful for the crosslinking purposes. For example, Lamanna's lab
introduced azide or alkyne terminal functionality onto HA macro-
molecules, respectively. The resulting “clickable” HA polymers could
further form the hydrogels with ideal structures and mechanical prop-
erties in the presence of Cu(I) via the efficient CuAAC crosslinking re-
action [72,135]. Importantly, the hydrogels forming in drug solution or
cell suspension could be used as controlled drug reservoir or scaffolds
for tissue engineering, and the tiny concentration of Cu(I) showed no
toxic for yeast cells and red blood cells. In addition, PEG derivatives
with “clickable” groups could also be regarded as prevalent crosslinkers
for hydrogel fabrication. 3-armed PEG-propiolate polymers were em-
ployed to crosslink with azide-functionalized chitosans via SPAAC at
ambient temperature in aqueous solution. The mechanical strength and
degradability can be finely tuned by changing the ratio between the
chitosan and PEG precursors. The resulting hydrogel scaffolds were
quite biocompatible and suited for cells adherence and proliferation,
which could be used as injectable biomaterials for tissue engineering
[136]. Furthermore, the one-pot, single-step preparation of HA-PEG
hydrogels was performed by using DA reaction (Fig. 5), which does not
need any additional crosslinking agents or catalysts [16]. The obtained
HA-PEG hydrogels performed the shear moduli in the range of brain
and nerve tissues, which are suitable for neural tissue engineering. The
elastic modulus of the hydrogels can be easily controlled by adjusting

the molar ratio between furan groups and maleimide groups. It was
found that the majority of cells remained on the hydrogel surface for
about 14 days in the cell attachment and viability assay [16]. Also,
eight-armed aminooxy PEGs were sequentially functionalized by RGD
peptides, and glutaraldehyde cross-linking agents to prepare biofunc-
tional hydrogels. They are compatible with physiological environments
and useful for cell encapsulation [93]. The similar sequential “click”
fabrication strategy has been widely used to synthesize multi-functio-
nalized hydrogels. Gelatin methacrylamide (GelMA) and alkyne-mod-
ified PEG derivatives are combined to crosslink with PEG-tetra-thiol to
fabricate interpenetrating networks (IPN) via thiol-ene and thiol-yne
“click” reactions. The resulting bio/synthetic IPN (BioSIN) composi-
tions are promising for cell adherence and encapsulation. The bio-
compatibility of BioSIN was evaluated using a Live/Dead assay of En-
dothelial cells (EA.hy926). The results showed a high level of cell
viability (> 90%) and structural integrity for more than a week [122].

Biofibers are one kind of promising 1D scaffolds for tissue en-
gineering due to their high surface-to-volume ratio and morphologi-
cally similarity to nature ECM [137]. Note that electrospinning nano-
fibers can be engineered via two different approaches: directly spinning
of functional polymers with reactive and “clickable” sites, [5] and post-
activating nanofiber surface after spinning [4] via wet chemical or
plasma treatment. However, the later method bypassing the potential
instability issues from fiber surface. Therefore, the method of directly
spinning of polymers with “clickable” sites is in advance of preparing
functional nanofibers and it is a facile way to fabricate nanofibers via in
situ “click” chemistry reaction. For example, Yang and coworkers pre-
pared thermos-sensitive fibers by thiol-ene reaction [134]. Under the
UV illumination, poly((3-mercaptopropyl)methylsiloxane) (PMMS) and
triallyl cyanurate are rapidly crosslinked to prepare fibers with thiol
groups on the surface during electrospinning. Stimuli-responsive mal-
eimide-terminated PNIPAM brushes were then easily introduced onto
the fibers through thiol-Michael addition reaction (Fig. 6). The resulting
PMMS-g-PNIPAM fibers showed thermal-sensitive property to the en-
vironment, which could be used as potential bioscaffolds. Interestingly,
a green approach was developed by Shanmuganathan's group to fab-
ricate robust fibers by thiol-ene “click” chemistry as well. A penta-
functional acrylate (dipentaerythritol pentaacrylate) and a tetra-func-
tional thiol (3-mercaptopropionate) were crosslinked in situ under UV
light during electrospinning. The resulting functional fibers exhibited
excellent chemical and thermal stability with various potential bioap-
plications. The resulting nanofiber structure can be further modified by
“click” reactions to introduce fluorescent labels and protein tags [124].

Table 5 (continued)

“Clickable” crosslinker “Click” reaction Product Year Ref

Thiol-ene Fiber 2016 [125]

Thiol-ene Fiber 2016 [125]

Thiol-ene Fiber 2012 [134]

Fig. 4. Two methodologies for “click” fabrication of polymeric scaffolds: (a) pre-“click”
fabrication strategy, and (b) post-“click” fabrication strategy.
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The surface functionalization of polymer film could be also per-
formed via “click” reactions. For instance, the self-polymerization of
dopamine allows for in-situ generating a biocompatible polydopamine
layer to a wide range of materials by involving alkyne-terminated PEO
[14]. The tethered alkyne groups on the film allow the further bio-
conjugation of various bioactive peptides using CuAAC “click” chem-
istry to promote a specific cell adhesion on a protein-repulsive surface.
Biocompatible polymer film can be used as cell culture scaffolds with
mechanical integrity and highly interconnected porosity [138]. How-
ever, when porous structures were introduced into film scaffolds, the
decrease of their mechanical strength could significantly limit the
practical use in vivo. One promising strategy to address this issue relies
on the multi-functionalized “click” fabrication, which not only effi-
ciently increases the mechanical strength of the resulting scaffolds, but
also facilitates biomolecule conjugation through the “clickable” sites.
Yang and coworkers also reported the use of sequentially performed
thermal “click” reaction and SPAAC reactions to prepare functional
porous poly (1,8-octanediol citrate) (POC) scaffold (Fig. 7) [139]. The
tensile strength and Young's modulus of the resulting scaffolds are
much higher than those of control samples without “click” crosslinking
points. The in vitro cytocompatibility study against 3T3 fibroblastic cells
was conducted by MTT assay. The result showed that introduction of
click moieties into polymers can improve the compatibility. The authors
also evaluated the in vivo cytocompatibility. The mild inflammatory
response indicated that click moieties does not compromise the bio-
compatibility of POC polymers. Additionally, the residual azide groups
on the surface enabled a facile and efficient conjugation of a collagen
mimetic peptide (p15) to promote the adhesion and proliferation of
endothelial cells.

Besides single type of “click” reaction, the combined utilization of
orthogonal “click” reactions in one pot fashion offers a more rapid and
efficient way to fabricate polymeric bioscaffolds. Truong and coworkers
reported the facile double “click” fabrication of two interpenetrating

hydrogel networks via thiol-yne and DA reactions simultaneously. The
resulting hydrogels possess high mechanical strength and biocompat-
ibility, and the residue “clickable” groups could further convert into
more kinds of bifunctionalities. The gel formation process was very fast
under physiological conditions and it was regarded as a promising bio-
support for human cells well-growing (Fig. 8) [140].

Double “click” synthetic protocol is a powerful methodology to di-
rectly fabricate polymeric scaffolds with a combination of different
kinds of click reactions [141]. For example, Godeau et al. developed
glycosyl-nucleoside-lipid(GNL) hybrid compounds via double CuAAC
“click” reactions (Fig. 9) [142]. The assembly of GNL in aqueous so-
lution could rapidly form bioactive nanofibers. The resulting nanofibers
were able to further complex with nucleic acids, which greatly in-
creased the cell uptake in serum without additional toxicity (Fig. 9). In
another work, Ziane and coworkers also employed glycosyl-nucleoside-
fluorinated (GNF) to self-assemble into hydrogels as scaffolds via double
CuAAC reaction. The biocompatibility studies of GNF-based hydrogels
in cells show good cytocompatibility since that the hydrogel doesn't
release toxic compounds. Additional biocompatibility studies in tissue
showed a moderate inflammation after implantation in mouse, con-
firming its potential in tissue engineering applications [143]. The en-
capsulated cells inside the formed hydrogel could differentiate into
osteoblasts without osteogenic factors, offering a promising biomaterial
scaffold for spongious bone regeneration. Considering the orthogonality
and modularity of “click” reactions, the chemical structures and bio-
logical properties of resulting polymers and scaffolds can be respec-
tively tuned for different therapeutic purposes.

4.2. Post-“click” fabrication of polymeric scaffolds

Post-“click” fabrication strategy has been widely employed for the
surface engineering of various polymeric scaffolds, including hydrogels,
nanofibers and films via in-situ “click” reactions [4,11,84,126,144].

Fig. 5. DA “click” fabrication of HA-PEG hydrogels [16].

Fig. 6. “Click” preparation and fabrication of electrospinning functional PMMS fibers [134].
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Conventional chemical methods for the surface modification fails to
precisely control the incorporated functionality since the reaction
usually involved the uncontrollable pre-treatments such as plasmas or
sodium naphthalene etching, while “clickable” sites on the surface can
be easily introduced during the scaffold formation process. More im-
portantly, the high efficiency of “click” reactions could enable the
successful heterogeneous bioconjugations onto the scaffolds to achieve
the desirable biological functions. Their mimic of heterogeneity and
biofunctionality in human tissues can also be easily controlled.

“Click” chemistry is widely used for hydrogel functionalization at
specific sites and specific time, creating biomolecule patterned hydro-
gels [145,146]. This is generally regarded as the first step study to
mimic the complexity of natural biological environment. Anseth and
her co-workers developed a series of work on creating 3D patterned
hydrogel networks using “click” reactions [19,128,145,147]. For ex-
ample, they have successfully fabricated photo-degradable hydrogel
materials with bioactive peptides via thiol-ene reaction. When the gel

products were exposed to UV-light, specific peptides were removed
from the networks through photocleavage reaction, leading to a spa-
tiotemporal control of peptide concentration. The cells attachment,
proliferation and motility can be finely controlled after the encapsula-
tion of cells inside hydrogel platforms. In addition, they have also used
two kinds of sequential performed metal-free “click” reactions to gen-
erate reversible biopattern gels which were potentially served for drug
release (Fig. 10) [128]. The SPAAC reaction was employed for the
hydrogel formation, and thiol-ene reaction served as the efficient tool
for biomolecule conjugation with thiol-derived biomolecules. In the cell
assay, it was found that cell behavior can be selectively confined to
patterned regions within each single gel. In another work, thiol-ene
“click” reaction was again employed to functionalized PEG gel scaffolds
with glucocorticoid dexamethasone (Dex) and matrix metalloproteinase
(MMP)-cleavage peptides. The resulting cell-mediated delivery perfor-
mance can be simply tuned by varying the peptide sequence [147].

Conventional chemical modifications of nanofiber surface, such as

Fig. 7. Sequential “click” fabrication of p15 conjugated film and biphasic tubular porous scaffolds [[139].].

Fig. 8. One-pot double “click” fabrication of hydrogels through thiol-yne and DA reactions [[140].].
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Fig. 9. Bioactive nanofibers formed by self-assembling GNL prepared via double CuAAC reactions. Reprinted with permission from Ref [142] with permission from (Copyright 2009,
Royal Society of Chemistry).

Fig. 10. Thiol-ene “click” post-fabrication of fluorescently-labeled peptide hydrogels. Reprinted with permission from Ref [19] with permission from (Copyright 2009, Nature Publishing
Group).
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wet chemical method and plasma treatment, have been proved as an
efficient way to introduce chemical functionalities onto the surface
[148]. However, those methods could also induce surface damages on
the fibers. In order to retain the integrity of nanofibers while introdu-
cing broad functional moieties in a controlled manner, direct post-
modifications using “click” reactions were purposed to achieve the di-
verse surface biofunctionalities on the 1D polymeric scaffolds [4]. For
instance, an electrospinning poly(4-vinylbenzyl chloride) and poly
(glycidyl methacrylate) copolymer (PVBC-b-PGMA) nanofiber were
efficiently conjugated with alkyne-terminated PNIPAM on the surface
through CuAAC reaction, finally resulting in solvent-resistant nanofi-
bers with a thermal-sensitive surface. The thermal-responsive behavior
was explored by measuring water contact angles at different tempera-
tures. As shown in Fig. 11, at low temperature, nanofiber exhibited a
hydrophilic surface property, possessing a water contact angle< 30°;
while the temperature increased to 45 °C, the surface nanofibers
changed to be hydrophobicity, and its water contact angle increased to
140°. Those surface smart nanofibers can be potentially used as scaf-
fold-supported cell therapy for tissue engineering [96]. In another work
developed by Becker and his coworkers, azide derived peptide Tyr-Ile-
Gly-Ser-Arg (YIGSR) was in-situ functionalized onto PLLA nanofiber
surface containing alkyne groups via SPAAC [84]. Those surface bio-
functional nanofiber scaffolds were found to increase the level of
neurite extension and gene expression of mouse embryonic stem cells
(mESC). Additionally, a series of amino acid-based poly(ester urea)
(PEU) bearing different kinds of “clickable” groups such as alkyne,
azide, alkene, tyrosine−phenol and ketone group were prepared and
the grafting densities of these functional groups are rigorously tuned via
copolymerization strategy [4]. The corresponded PEU nanofibers were
generated via electrospinning technology. Fluorescein-labeled peptides
possessing “clickable” groups reacted with the PEU nanofibers onto the
surface in aqueous solution through thiol–ene, oxime ligation and
CuAAC “click” reactions orthogonally. The resulting biofunctonal na-
nofiber scaffolds possessing ECM-like on the surface and biodegradable
property without toxic byproducts which show great potential in re-
generative medicine applications.

Recently, significant efforts have also been devoted to the rapid
surface functionalization of polymer films with bioactive molecules via
“click” reactions [106,149,150]. For instance, Zhong and coworkers
fabricated a series of polymer films by copolymerizing of ε-capro-
lactone/L-lactide/trimethylene carbonate and vinyl sulfone carbonate
(VSC), which were further modified with peptides using thiol-Michael”
click” reaction.(Fig. 12) [106,151] They observed improved cell adhe-
sion and growth of MG63 cells on PCL films after treated with non-
fouling polymers or GRGDC peptide. On the other hand, the combina-
tion of in situ “click” fabrication concept with physical processing

methods, such as spin coating, show great ability for both quantitative
composition and functionality control in surface bioengineering of
polymer films. For example, wafers spin-coated polymer films were
patterned by E-beam resulting in micropatterned hydrogels with ami-
nooxy groups which can react with ketone-bearing RGD peptide via
oxime ligation [149]. Cell can adhere and proliferate in the hydrogel
film in the presence of the integrin ligands and growth factors. Fur-
thermore, the bioactive peptides enlarged the cell area and created an
appropriate microenvironment which was suitable for tissue en-
gineering application potentially. In addition, a solid cellulose substrate
tether with cyclopentadienes on the surface has been used to react with
peptides bearing thioamides through hetero-DA reaction. Size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) and SEC-electrospray ionization mass spectro-
metry (SEC-ESI-MS) were employed to confirm the high efficiency and
compatibility of “grafting-to” reaction in aqueous solution. These
bioactive substrate surfaces offer new opportunities in tissue en-
gineering fields [150].

Double “click” strategy has been regarded as an important tool to
immobilize complex biofunctinalities onto polymer scaffolds, which
could minimize synthetic steps and reaction times. For example, Zheng
et al. introduced GRGDS and YIGSR peptides onto nanofiber surfaces
simultaneously via SPAAC and oxime ligation in a one-pot reaction
[152]. The DIBO groups were derived from the initiators and the re-
active ketone groups appeared upon deprotection. The bound peptides
of the resulting scaffolds were bioactive for cell attachment and pro-
liferation, which suggested the applications for peripheral nerve re-
generation. Moreover, a 2D orthogonal concentration gradient film
with azide and alkene “clickable” groups was generated via a sequential
deposition process by Ma and coworkers. Multiple kinds of peptides
were conjugated onto the solid surface through metal-free SPAAC and
thiol-ene reactions sequentially. Peptides introduced onto the scaffolds
enabled excellent concentration identification and the synergistic in-
teractions assessment. These products potentially provided profitable
information as to scaffolds for tissue engineering applications (Fig. 13)
[153].

5. Summary and perspectives

The advent of “click” chemistry has led to an influx of new ideas and
new tools in the fabrication of polymeric scaffolds for tissue engineering
applications. Those chemical ligations possess quite high efficiency,
orthogonality and biocompatibility, allowing the synthesis and func-
tionalization of well-defined polymers with tailored properties, and
offering many attractive possibilities for bioconjugations. The combi-
nation of “click” chemistry toolbox with “clickable” building block li-
brary simplifies the manufacturing process as well as brings new

Fig. 11. CuAAC “click” fabrication of thermal-responsive nanofiber surface with PNIPAM brushes. Reprinted with permission from Ref [96] with permission from (Copyright 2009,
American Chemical Society).
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features to the polymeric scaffold, including better biocompatibility,
controlled cell behaviors, enhanced mechanical properties and many
others.

As the family of “click” chemistry continues to expand, more types
of polymeric materials with desirable chemical functionalities and
hierarchical structures can be widely exploited as biomaterial scaffolds.
Notably, the current design rules for polymeric scaffolds usually em-
phasize the specific and desired functions to surrounding cells and tis-
sues. However, the dynamic feature of biological system highly requires
fast response of scaffold material to adapt to physiological environment
change. Although there have been a few examples of single stimuli-
responsive bio-scaffold systems reported in recent years, the need for
alternative solutions meeting the demand for an active response to the
multiple and complex environmental changes could continue to drive
advances in tissue engineering. And the combined utilization of mul-
tiple biorthogonal and “click” reactions, and other efficient chemical
transformation will become one of the central topics in this innovation.
In another context, many of the current works focus on the proof of
concept in vitro while examples of translation these scaffolds into clin-
ical trial are still rare due to the existence of significant technical and
business barriers. More importantly, the safety issue of “click” based
materials has been still under investigation since “click” concept was
introduced in 2001, particularly in many “click” functionalization FDA
approved biodegradable polymers. Less attention has been put on to
evaluate the stability and degradation mechanism of the “click” based
polymers in living systems [154]. Moreover, the contribution of “click”
groups and additives (catalysts and initiators) towards biological sys-
tems needs careful evaluation when going into clinical trials [79]. For
example, the use of toxic Cu(I) is always a concern when applying to in
vivo studies. While the metal-free SPAAC can avoid this circumstance,
the time and cost of synthesizing the a strained cyclooctyne, especially
in industrial scale, still needs more considerations when applied to the
clinical applications. The radical initiator left in the thiol-ene reaction
has been found to induce toxic response in the cell level. Therefore, the
development of cost-efficient purification methods to get rid of toxic
metals as well as initiators might be an alternative way to solve this

issue. With the development of “click” chemistry to adequete the active
response to the complex environmental, we can anticipate that all the
complexity requirement from the technical demands can addressed but
also control the cost and implementation time in an acceptable range.
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